1. I am a surviving Judge of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. On 29.11.2006, I presented my last Opinion in this Tribunal, in the Judgment on the merits and reparations in the present case La Cantuta, concerning the Peruvian State. After more than one year, I verify that, in the world of the Law, there is hardly the "last" one. The present request for Interpretation of Judgment leads me to leave on the records new reflections, on the question raised in the brief lodged with the Court, which I present as a true surviving Judge of the InterAmerican Court. During the saga of the long exercise, of 12 years, of two mandates of Full Judge of the Court, during which I never excused myself to participate of any deliberation and I never missed one day of work in the Court, I have had the occasion, through the adjudication of the cases of violations of human rights of which the Tribunal was seized, to live with what there is of most sombre in human nature, in the search for the realization of justice.
2. When I thought that I had already retired into oblivion (service rendered, service lost…), I am now summoned to deliberate on the request for Interpretation of Judgment presented by the representatives of the relatives of the victims in the present case of La Cantuta. I thus reintegrate myself in the Tribunal, to this end, as a surviving Judge. My imaginary lighthouse, which I hold within the ship (the Court) in which I still find myself within the stormy high seas of the attempts against human dignity, no longer points forward, towards the threatening which come closer to it, even threatening to sink itbut rather backwards, towards the waves which earlier on made the ship tremble, and which now move away from it, taking with them the experience and the lessons which I now endeavour to rescue. As the experienced mariner of S.T. Coleridge, I viewed the ocean green, And looked far forth, yet little saw Of what had else been seen.1
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Prolegomena: Preliminary Considerations
3. I am -may I reiterate -a surviving Judge of the Inter-American Court, and, as such, I keep on insisting, as I have done in all my years within the Court, on leaving on the records the foundations of my position on the matters treated in its Judgments, even when said such foundations may have a bearing on points which may seem to others prima facie without major relevance. To me, everything is important, and experience has taught me this. It is certain that, from a certain outlook, experience takes more than it gives, as persons with experience become more precautious; this is understandable and inevitable, as they know a little more of human nature.
4. If human beings were born already with experience, they would not commit so many errors (especially in the first decades of their lives), with the consequences of which they have to live later on, perhaps for the rest of their lives. "Experience" is a term which comes from the Latin "experientia," analogous of "periculum," danger. Thus, those of us who have experience, we can at least comfort ourselves with the fact of being survivors of dangers already lived. 6. I do not have the pretension of trying to convince in any way the current majority of the Court in the cas d'espèce, whose line of thinking I already know and do not share in distinct aspects. But perhaps in the future my personal reflections, which I leave herein on the records, may be considered appropriate by some new composition of this Tribunal in the years to come. And even if they are not, they may perhaps be of some use, for those who have the sensitivity to be interested by the lessons extracted from the operation of the Court by
